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Solid hydrogen films in a aonquilibrium state 
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Molecular hydrogen can be prepared as a metastable quantum solid by que11ch~0ndensation onto a substrate at 
mfl3ciently low temperature. Using d a c e  plasmon resonance and light mttering techniques we have 
investigated such H2 fih with thicknesses up to several 100 % condensed onto a silver &ce at 1.5 K. Since 
solid H2 does not wet silver these films are in an extreme nonequilibrium state. At a temperature of 2.3 K we 
observe a &matic rearrangement of the film overstructure on scales of -1 pm, which implies an extremeIy 
high mobility of the H2 molecules at a temperature far below the desorption threshold (3.8 K). 

During the last decade, the physics of thin films has 
become a field of substantial intern. In parti*, 
quantum systems like helium or hydrogen films 
have ken  studied, u s e  methods like calorimeuy 
[l], micmManca [2], neutron-scattering [3]. In the 
experiments reported here, we have used uptically 
excited d a c e  plasfnons [4] to invdgate the static 
and dynamic behavior af quenchcondensed 
hydrogen films. Hydrogen shows tripIe-point 
wetting on siIver and gold d m  [2,5], which 
impha that far below the triple point tempemture 
(Tt=13.96K), f h s  with only a few monolayers 
thhckness are thm-cally stabIe. The 
preparation of relatively thck (ca. lorn) by 
qucnch-condensation hence leads to metastable 
phases with yet unknown morphology. 

2. Experimental 

Our experiments are prformed in an @cal He4 
cryostat at temperatures ranging from 1.3 K fo 9K. 
The substrate is a 5Onm silver or gold film 
evaporated on a glass prism. At the vacuum-metal 
interface, surface pIasmons can be m n a n t l y  
excited by illuminating (HeNe-laser or a tungsten 
lamp with a monxhromator) the metal film 
through the prism at a particular angle of incidenoe 
[63. This resonance angle is affected by a thin 
dieltmic film a d s o m  onto the metahacuum 
interface. The shift in resonance angle is 
proportional to the thchess of a dielectric layer on 
the metal film and can thus be used to determine 
the adsorbed fiIm thickness. In OUT experiments the 

hydrogen lib thickness was in the range between 
0.1 and 100 nm and could be determined with a 
resolution of 4 . 1  nm. On the rnetal4el&c- 
interface, the plasmom also can decay into photons 
by satteting from inhomogeneities of the  interface. 
The scattering giva information about the 
roughness of the hydrogen films on a p m d e .  
Simultaneously, the presence of roughness d t s  in 
a broadening of the surface plasmon resonance. 
Eqmiments were pxformed with H2, HD and D2. 

In Fig la, typical tram of the surface plasmon 
mnance position for H2 and D2 (gauged as 
effective film thickness) are displayed. The frIm are 
prepared at temperature below 2K. Aflemrds, the 
temperature is slowly ramped up, with a typical rate 
in the range of 0.7 70 2 K h  Thus, the abscissa is a 
temperature axis and a time axis simultaneously. 
For each system, there exists obviously a quite well 
defined temperature at whch the fi desorbs (3.8K 
for H2, 5.3K for Dz.) Quite remarkably, one 
obserrcs in addition a transition ta some 
intermediate phase about I to 2 K below this 
temperature. In Figs lb and Ec, comqmnding 
tram of the plasmon resonance width and the 
scattered Eight intensity are shown. The plasmon 
width has hen  normalized to its value for the 
uncovered substrate and like the Iight mttering 
give5 a Wtative measare of the roughas of the 
film, as mentioned above. Obviously, the film 
roughness changes strongly when the system goes 
into the intermdate state. The transition was found 
to be irreversible, which m a n s  that the obsemd 
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Fig la) Resonance Position (optid thickness), 
b) broadening ofthe plasmon regonance and 
c) scattered light intensity at two sanering 

vectors (forw.: 3.7 pn'l, backw.: 19.5 pn-l) for 
quench-condd H2 and D2 KLms. 

transition cannot be interpreted as a roughening 
mamition. No sigmficant changes in the annealing 
behaviom was obsavd on changing the heating- 
rate in the range from 0.7 K h  up to 2 Kk. Similar 
&ts were obtained for HD mms, indimting that 

ortho-pam conversion has no inn- on the 
effects. 

We associate the obserYed transition with t?he 
inoomplete wetting of hydrogen below Tt, A 
mmmggement of the a d m M  molecules should 
occur in films with a thichess larger than the 
equillMm due[5),  once the molecules W m e  
mobile. As a d t  we expect the formation of a 
thin ljlm (only a few monohyers for the 
t e r n p a a m  studied here) in coexistenoe with small 
crystallit=. h a m h g  constant m g e  merage up 
to the desorption temperature we find that all the 
results presented in Fig 1 regarding the redudon in 
effective thickness and the in- in light 
scattering and the plasmon width of the transition 
are consistent with the apptamce of crystals 
40ORm in height at an amage spacing of -2pm 
Since the buIk mobility of hydrogen molecules in 
the investigated temmture range is small and the 
vapor pressure, on the other hand, i s  negligible 
below the desorption threshold, the material 
transport vesy Wrely oofllrs via surface m i o n .  
The sharp transitions in the ~~ of HZ and I32 
films at 3.OK and 4.6K tespectively, implie that 
surface diffusion sets in rather rapidly at these 
tempemmm. 
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